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United Way Spain 

INTRODUCTION 

Just by trusting on each other we all could be helped. 

As workers, volunteers and representatives of United Way Spain we have the            

responsibility of acting according to the most demanding personal and professional           

ethics; both, for ourselves and for the mission of the entity, especially for the people we                

work for and with whom we carry out our founding mission. 

Our ethical commitment goes beyond mere compliance with the law and applicable            

regulations. Only honesty, integrity and constant action in favour of the development of             

our founding goals will allow us to progress towards the compliance of our objectives. 

The future advance of United Way Spain will confront us with new ethical challenges we               

are still unaware of. These principles will have to be revised to be adapted to new                

realities, but the changes we are making must not, in any case, reduce our level of ethical                 

demands on ourselves and on those who work with us. Because our success depends on               

our ability to act and be accountable for what we do and how we do it, we will need to                    

align our internal procedures, and applicable external ones, with our ethical commitment.            

We will also have to establish the applicable sanctions in the event of non-compliance              

with the criteria of conduct that we set out in this Code. 

Only with the collaboration of all workers, volunteers, representatives and third parties,            

we will achieve the full development of the potential contained in this ethical             

commitment. Mutual trust will enable us to resolve conflicts and to clarify the effective              

implementation of the ethical commitments we have undertaken. 

 

FIELD OF APPLICATION  

Adherence to this Code of Ethics is voluntary, but it is also a sine qua non requisite for                  

those who wish to join United Way Spain, whether as workers, volunteers or members of               

its governing bodies.  

Workers of United Way Spain 

This Code of Ethics is fully applicable to all employees of United Way Spain              

regardless of their contractual relationship, provided that the employment         

relationship is in force and subsequently in the relevant provisions.  

Volunteers of United Way Spain 
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This Code of Ethics is applicable to all individuals who collaborate with the             

organization as volunteers, and as such it also includes those who serve in the              

Foundation’s Board of Trustees or in any of its governing bodies. 

Thirds in relation with United Way Spain 

Third parties who wish to collaborate with our entity or our suppliers must             

commit to our code of ethics if it does not interfere with their own regulations or                

the legal regulations applicable to them.  

 

RESPONSIBILITIES, AGREEMENT AND UNFULFILLMENT 

All those to whom this Code of Action applies must comply with the following              

rules for all provisions of the Code. 

● To read and to understand all provisions of the Code, especially those that             

are directly applicable, and any updates that it may have.  
● To obtain those information and clarifications that may be necessary to           

understand all the provisions of the Code.  
● To bring to the attention of the appropriate party any violation of the Code of               

which it may have knowledge directly or by third parties, actual or potential,             

as many times as necessary until the claim is duly addressed.  
● To cooperate as much as possible in the resolution of any conflict that may              

arise from the breach of this Code, by itself or by third parties.  
● To cooperate in the dissemination of the Code and its observance.  
● To commit to the policy of not retaliation, in any way possible, against             

anyone who promotes compliance with the Code or denounces its          

non-compliance. 

In addition to this, members of the Board of Trustees as well as United Way               

Spain Management Team also undertake to: 

● To lead by example and be a model in complying with the Code in the face of                 

volunteers, collaborators and third parties, thus promoting a culture of          

ethical commitment.  
● To provide the necessary means to ensure that all those who are obliged to              

be aware of the Code and what it entails for them fulfil these requirements.  
● To identify and to communicate those aspects that deserve special attention           

in the different processes that may generate additional risks. 
● To monitor compliance with the Code on a regular and continuous basis.  
● Where a risk of non-compliance or total non-compliance is identified, to take            

the necessary corrective action.  
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All workers, volunteers, representatives of United Way Spain and third parties           

bound by this code must make their commitment to comply with it explicit by              

signing the Code in the area of accession provided for this purpose.  

Failure to comply with the provisions of this Code will result in disciplinary             

measures provided for in the applicable regulations and may result in           

termination of the employment relationship, the end of the voluntary          

collaboration or the termination of the agreement to provide services or goods.  

 

MISSION, VISION AND VALUES OF UNITED WAY SPAIN 

The Vision of United Way Spain is that of a society where communities face their               

challenges collectively and in a coordinated manner, contributing each social actor           

(institutions, companies, citizens and social organizations) the asset that most contributes           

to overcoming the challenges of the most disadvantaged, in order to achieve effective,             

efficient and measurable results.  

United Way Spain considers that its main mission is to articulate the assets and              

contributions of the different social actors, companies, citizens and social organizations,           

gathering around programs of collective impact, that allow to advance the common good             

of the communities, and their strengthening, so that they can, by themselves and with the               

solidarity of all their members, face their own challenges and, most especially, those of              

the most disadvantaged in their midst. 

To advance towards the accomplishment of our mission, and to continue in the fulfillment              

of our mission, all of us who are part of United Way Spain now or in the future, we must                    

commit ourselves to foundational values that guide our performance and build trust in             

those who work with us and to whom we dedicate our efforts.  

 

 

Trustworthiness                     Willfulness 

Transparency                          Innovation  

Diversity                                  Diversity 

Inclusion                                  Impact 
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PROVISIONS OF THE CODE OF ETHICS  

United Way Spain exists to change people’s lives from the voluntary contribution of             

members of the communities in which we are present.  

We are only relevant if our work serves to improve people’s lives and advance the               

common good. 

We are therefore committed to generating a positive, measurable and sustainable           

impact, with results that remain in time and are relevant to the people we serve. 

To make this commitment a reality and to fulfil our founding goals in accordance with our                

values, we base our actions on the following code of ethics and conduct:  

1 Conflict of Interests 

In order to avoid any conflict of interest, real or apparent, that could damage the               

reputation or work of United Way Spain, or undermine the trust of our interest              

groups, we undertake to:  

● To avoid any activity that conflicts with, or appears to conflict with, the interests              

of United Way Spain, such as the relationship with a United Way Spain supplier, or               

competing entities of United Way Spain, provided that the relationship has not            

been informed in time and form and it has been considered inappropriate. 

● To report any relationship with third parties that may involve a conflict of interest,              

and to refrain from any decision or judgement having a bearing on the             

decision-making of individuals or entities involved in that potential conflict. 

● To ensure that any activity other than the one we carry out in the framework of                

United Way Spain does not have negative effects on our functions in the             

organization or goes against the compliance of the foundation purpose of the            

entity.  

● Not to contract directly or through an intermediary entity with United Way Spain             

unless expressly authorized by the Board of Trustees and provided that the            

principles of transparency and competition are respected.  

● To reject any perks or gifts that we receive in the exercise of our functions in                

United Way Spain and that may be detrimental to our performance in the             

organization. Any gift offered to us will be rejected with due respect to those who               

offer it. 

● To avoid any direct or indirect influence on the selection of personnel or             

recruitment of suppliers in favour of family members or acquaintances that may            

go against the fairness of the process. Refrain from any payment, gift or any other               

form of influence to affect the behavior of public officials, partners or individuals             
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in their relationship with United Way Spain. Exercise the necessary vigilance so            

that no payment from United Way Spain is used for these purposes. 

2 Personal and profesional integrity  

Nuestra integridad personal y profesional es requisito y garantía para el cumplimiento de             

nuestros fines fundacionales y el buen desarrollo de nuestras actividades y programas.            

We must act with absolute responsibility and professionality to build the necessary            

trust in our partners, donors and beneficiaries. We therefore undertake to: 

● To make a permanent and continuous effort to achieve excellence in management            

and to work always with professional and personal integrity, carrying out our            

functions with the due quality and in favour of the compliance of the goals of               

United Way Spain.  

● To communicate clearly and honestly. 

● To foster a working environment where honesty and respect for others are the             

norm. 

● To show due respect to all our interest groups and all the people with whom we                

relate in the performance of our duties. 

● To ensure that all the expenses we incur in the development of our activity for               

United Way Spain are aligned with the mission of the organization and not with              

our own interest or personal benefit.  

3 Transparency and Accountability  

For the development of our work, our partners, donors and volunteers place at our              

disposal resources that we must give due account of. We are responsible for our work               

to those who support us and to those whose lives we aspire to improve, so we are                 

committed to: 

● To properly manage all the resources that are placed at our disposal, whatever             

their form and purpose. 

● To refrain from using resources of United Way Spain for any activity that is not               

proper to the organization or for the compliance of its purposes. 

● To create the necessary channels so that, whoever wants it, can send us their              

queries. Also, to offer real and timely information on the use of the resources or               

activities of United Way Spain to those who request it in good faith. 

● To report regularly on the financial statements as well as the activities of the              

organization. 
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● To establish and to enforce the necessary controls to ensure the proper use of              

resources. 

● To report any misappropriation of resources from United Way Spain that we may             

be aware of. 

4 Privacy and Confidentiality 

The correct use of information is a mark of professionalism and integrity, so we will do                

our best to:  

● To maintain the appropriate confidentiality of all confidential or non-public          

information to which we have access in the exercise of our functions in United              

Way Spain, especially that of a personal nature and which may generate            

competitive advantages for candidates, suppliers or third parties in the          

organization’s recruitment or selection processes. 

● Not to use in our favour information of which we have been depositary or to               

which we have had access in our performance in United Way Spain. 

● To guard all the information of which we are depositaries in order to avoid its use                

by third parties or for other purposes for which it was given to us. 

● Do not collect any information by any intrusive means that would prevent the             

person concerned from knowing that we have such information, or expose that            

information to third parties who do not need to have access to it. 

5 Inclusion and non-discrimination 

We know that diversity strengthens us and it is a source of wealth, and therefore. 

● We aim to involve all interest groups in the communities where we are present              

with our initiatives. 

● We make an effort to understand the socio-economic, political and cultural           

context from which we operate, recognizing the idiosyncrasy of each reality as a             

framework for action and not as an obstacle to progress. 

● We recognize in every person, community and entity with which we work a dignity              

and oneness that we respect and value. 

● We undertake to make every reasonable effort to involve persons with physical,            

mental or sensory disabilities in our projects, as well as those who for whatever              

reason are limited in access to our actions and those we promote. 

● We do not discriminate on the basis of age, sex, socio-economic status, sexual             

orientation, marital status, ethnicity or religion, or any other attribute of persons.            

We reject and do not tolerate any form of discrimination or harassment.  
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6 Voluntary Contribution 

We consider law enforcement as a sine qua non requirement for the promotion of the               

common good in the communities where we are present. As an organization, we exist              

to generate the greatest possible impact through the voluntary contribution of           

individuals, institutions and social entities. We understand that voluntariness does not           

necessarily imply gratuitousness, but we do aspire to be synonymous with excellence            

in the advancement of the common good. We aspire to be the best means to achieve                

the philanthropic commitment of citizens and businesses. And therefore, we commit           

ourselves to: 

● To provide truthful information in our discourse and in the materials we use when              

we seek support and seek resources from third parties. 

● To avoid and denounce any form of coercion when we are gathering support for              

United Way Spain. 

● To fulfil our commitment to donors. 

7 Collaboration and Innovation 

We know that our work is one more contribution to the efforts of many others with                

whom we share an interest in improving people’s lives. We know that to generate the impact                

we desire, we must work collaboratively and stay always embarked on a process of              

continuous improvement, therefore: 

● We are committed to seeking alliances that will help us achieve our founding goals              

with others who share our values. 

● We are responsible for our work and its results. 

● We recognize innovation as a key instrument to multiply our impact and we know              

that innovation is born of collaboration and learning. 

● We are committed to including innovation in all our processes, as long as it does               

not compromise the impact of our actions, the well-being of people, or may be              

detrimental to the common good. 
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8 Political Neutrality 

As an entity, we value and encourage citizen participation in the management of the              

common good and decision-making through democratic means. Nonetheless, United         

Way Spain is a non-party organization, open to anyone who shares our values and              

goals. The activity of United Way Spain does not seek to favor any political party. We                

therefore commit ourselves to: 

● As an organization, make no contribution, be it in spice or financially, to any              

political party, candidature or candidate. 

● Not to use the resources of the organization to support or go against any party,               

candidature or candidate.  

● When we personally, as individuals, support any party, candidature or candidate           

or speak out against any of them, we must avoid any appearance that our position               

is directly or indirectly related to United Way. 

● Not to discriminate anyone for their political activity or creed as long as it is               

compatible with the values and purposes foundations of United Way Spain. 
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OUR COMMITMENT TO DONORS  1

In order to carry out our work, United Way Spain relies on the resources voluntarily               

contributed by people, companies and institutions. We are responsible for the good use             

of these assets, and by receiving them we make a commitment to donors that we make                

explicit in the following commitments. 

1 To be informed of the mission of the organization, its intention to use the donated               

resources as well as its ability to use the donation effectively for the intended              

purposes. 

2 To be informed of the identity of those who serve on the organization’s board of               

directors and its governing bodies, and to expect them to exercise prudent judgement             

in their managerial responsibilities. 

3 To access the organization’s latest financial statements 

4 To be assured that your donation will be used for the purposes for which it was given. 

5 To receive due recognition and appreciation. 

6 To be assured that all information about your donation is treated with respect and              

confidentiality to the extent permitted by law. 

7 To expect that all the relationships he/she establishes with those who represent the             

organization and that are of interest to the donor will be of a professional nature. 

8 To be informed if those who apply for the donation are volunteers or workers of the                

organization. 

9 To have those contact details removed from any distribution list that the entity will              

share. 

10 To feel free to ask what the donor might need to make the donation and receive a                 

prompt, clear and accurate answer.     

1 Based on the commandment of the Association of Fundraising Professionals 
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Adherence to the Code of Ethics of United Way Spain 

Through my signature I acknowledge that I have been informed of the Code             
of Ethics of United Way Spain, that I understand its content and its scope. 

I am aware that, by virtue of my relationship with United Way Spain, I am               
among those bound by this Code. 

And I commit myself to its compliance. 

 

 

 

 

 

Name 

 

 

 

Resolve 

 

Date 
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